Have plasticizers already reached our marine environment?
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Yearly, 4.8 to 12.7 million tons of plastic waste enter our oceans and this amount is expected to
increase by an order of magnitude by 2025 [1,2]. As a result of this widespread global contamination,
plasticizers can extensively enter our aquatic ecosystem [3]. Furthermore, the abundance of
plasticizers has recently prompted significant public and mass media interest due to severe known
and unknown adverse ecological effects [4,5].
Therefore, this study engaged in the analysis of plasticizers in seawater samples dispersed in the
Belgian Part of the North Sea (4 locations) during different seasons (2016-2017). The seawater
samples were analyzed using an in-house developed and validated ultra-high-performance liquid
chromatographic high-resolution mass spectrometric (UHPLC-HRMS) platform (Huysman et. Al, 2018,
submitted in journal of Analytical Chemistry). This platform covered 3 different approaches, i.e.
targeted, suspected and untargeted analysis. The targeted analysis aims at the quantification of a
predefined list of 27 common plasticizers. Following this targeted analysis, 16 plasticizers were
ubiquitously detected with concentrations ranging from 20 to 8000 ng L -1. Different conjugates (i.e.
transformation and degradation products) of the target plasticizers were screened during suspected
analysis based on an in-house database (n=289), thereby using information about the accurate mass,
isotopic profile and fragmentation spectrum. As a result, 6 additional suspected plasticizers were
identified. Subsequently, untargeted analysis revealed 420 different unknown compounds including
9 with a backbone structure related to the target plasticizers as being verified based on characteristic
product ions and neutral loss fragments.
In conclusion, our work suggests that different known, suspected and unknown plasticizers have
reached our aquatic ecosystem and may contribute to adverse ecological effects threatening the
aquatic ecosystem. Moreover, plasticizers are recently recognized as sensitive biomarkers for
obtaining epidemiological information [6], which can now be evaluated by our newly developed
platform. Finally, this work also stresses the urgency of investigating the unknown potential effects
of plasticizers in the marine environment.
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